
‘90% Bots’: Elon Musk Reveals Twitter Is a Military Grade Psy-Op To Brainwash
the Masses

Description

USA: Elon Musk’s plan to buy Twitter might be on hold for now after the world’s richest man 
came to the conclusion that artificial intelligence (AI) bots posing as human users account for 
the vast majority of users on the platform. 

Based on his assessment, Musk alleges that up to 90 percent of Twitter’s entire user base is fake. This
situation has obvious implications for the valuation of the company. If most of the users are fake,
advertisers will be far less interested in spending money to place ads on the platform. But the
implications of the bot count don’t stop there and reveal much about the true, inner workings of Big
Tech.

Because Musk’s assessment reveals that Twitter’s fake accounts are not just about ad revenue. The
vast majority of Twitter’s “daily users,” it appears, are automated spam bots that the Big Tech giant
uses to induce mass formation psychosis and other forms of social conditioning.

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is likely behind the AI bot front on Twitter. Now that we know
Twitter is controlled by spam bots, its not a stretch to assume the same spam bots are also likely
present on Reddit, Facebook, Instragram, YouTube and TikTok.

“After all, it’s no secret that the powers that be are conducting military-grade psy-ops on the public,”
writes Vince Quill.

“All of us have at one point or another encountered bots, sometimes it was obvious, other times not so 
much, but 90% of the users being bots is just beyond the pale.”

Twitter’s bot check sample size was only 100 users, Musk
reveals

What this means, of course, is that Twitter, along with the rest of Big Tech, is little more than a social
engineering tool to manipulate and brainwash the masses into believing the scripted reality that
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psychopaths are using to maintain control.

If Musk can prove that Twitter is mostly fake, he will likely be able to purchase the company for a much
cheaper price than his initial bid. But most importantly, the revelations that come out of this fiasco has
exposed Twitter for the fraud that it has long been.

NewsTarget report: On May 13, Musk tweeted that he was going to take a random sampling of users to
try to come up with an estimate for the number of bots on Twitter. The sample size he used was 100,
which is apparently what Twitter uses internally for metrics purposes.
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“Twitter legal just called to complain that I violated their NDA (non-disclosure agreement) by revealing 
the bot check sample size is 100!” Musk wrote. “This actually happened.”

According to Twitter, less than 5 percent of its platform is bots, but Musk believes otherwise. Who is
correct? And more importantly, will the full truth ever be revealed, leading to justice on the matter?

So far, Twitter has failed to produce any actual evidence to back its claim that less than 5 percent of
the platform is fake. And Musk still wants to know: Where’s the evidence?
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